Abstract. Industrial robots are the key role in modern manufacture. In order to allow different robots to perform the same task, they must be programmed manually which is time-consuming and cumbersome. The ability to transfer robotic skills between heterogeneous robots would provide significances to industry. This paper presents a prototype control architecture for industrial robots which allows multiple heterogeneous robots of different morphologies to perform the same task without manually programming each robot separately. We selected three articulated industrial manipulators with different degree of freedoms (Yaskawa Motoman HP3JC: 6, Universal Robot UR5: 6 and Rethink Robotics Baxter: 7) to test our approach. Two simple tasks were chosen for implementation and analysis. Results indicate that our approach works with some errors. Maximum and average position mismatch errors for UR5 are 4.9380 cm and 4.4761 cm. For Baxter, maximum and average position mismatch errors are 1.7770 cm and 1.6068 cm. Baxter has a different range of motion therefore some places could not be reached with it.
Introduction
Industry in America depends on robots. Industrial robots are programmable repetitive motion machines that can move and/or assemble material objects. Currently they are programmed manually by a human operator who, using a device called a "teach pendant", guides the robot through the motions necessary to perform a specific task. The motions are recorded and stored as a program that is run each time the task performed. For a different robot to preform the same task, it likewise must be programmed manually. This can take many hours of work. Software that takes the program from one robot and automatically transforms it into a program for another robot would save much time and could enable reuse of diverse robots that would otherwise have to be replaced.
Complex industrial tasks were systematically decomposed into a small collection of behaviors that are fundamental building blocks to generate high-level behaviors [1, 2] . Once we are able to transfer those basic behaviors, we can transfer complex high-level skills by combining those basic ones. Learning from demonstration is the cornerstone of human education. To design a prototype control architecture which allows heterogeneous robots to perform the same task, we used the dynamic movement primitives (DMPs) to transfer the robot skills by learning from demonstrations [3, 4, 5] . DMPs were chosen to model attractor behaviors of nonlinear robotic systems. A nonlinear differential equation is constructed to represent a single movement trajectory which is performed by one of the robotic manipulators and can be learned by another one. This approach has two main advantages: (1) the teacher robot and the student robot are heterogeneous and their degree of freedoms or links do not have to match and (2) the student has the ability to generate new skills from what the teacher robot has taught since the teacher robot cannot demonstrate all possible movements [6] .
The prototype system includes a PC using the operating system Ubuntu 14.04 LTS, a visual servo system using Kinect, and three heterogeneous manipulators with different degree of freedoms (Yaskawa Motoman HP3JC, Universal Robot UR5 and Rethink Robotics Baxter). ROS Indigo is used to provide a middleware framework to send control commands to each of the robots.
Robotic Knowledge Transfer

Dynamic Movement Primitives
To transfer robotic knowledge or skills efficiently, there exist several requirements: (1) the system should be time independent; (2) the system should be able to work in any dimension; (3) the system should not contain too many open parameters to learn; and (4) the system should be fast enough to allow real time computation. Here, an analytically well-understood damped spring system was chosen to meet the above requirements.
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Where x is the position; x0 is the initial position;  is the velocity; g is the goal position;  is a scaling factor; K is the spring Hook constant; D is the spring damping term such that the system is critically damped; and force term f is a nonlinear function which can be learned to generate new movement trajectories.
Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 are the Transformation System Equations. It is clear and straightforward that if the force f = 0, then Eq. 1 has a unique point attractor (x, v) = (g, 0). The force term f is defined as follows to generate various point attractors:
ψ s e .
Where s is the phase variable, which monotonically decays from 1 to 0; i(s) are kernel functions; ci are query points; N is the number of the query points; and i are adjustable weights that are learned from demonstrations and are able to generate new movement trajectories.
The modulation term s makes the force term f effectively vanish when the goal position, g, has been reached. Modulation term (g-x0) allows scaling of the model to compensate for a change of the movement.
To build a time-independent autonomous system that meets the four requirements listed above, we introduce a Canonical System Equation.
τs αs.
Where  is a constant controlling the canonical system. The phase variable s gets rid of time dependency and it monotonically decays to 0. s=1 means the start of the time evolution and s=0 means the goal has been reached.
Algorithm for Skill Transfer
The algorithm for robot skill transference by learning from demonstration is as follows. The teacher shows the student a single demonstration movement and the trajectory is recorded. The three component trajectories, x(t), y(t) and z(t) are recorded separately. Their corresponding first derivatives and second derivatives are computed numerically at each time step since our primary robot, the HP3JC, supplies neither its velocity nor its acceleration in real time.
Integrate the canonical system equation Eq. 5 to obtain the phase variable s to represent the time evolution.
Compute,
For each time step, where x are the recorded trajectory positions of teacher and x0 is the initial position, x' and x'' are the corresponding velocities and accelerations.
Calculate weights i. Locally Weighted Regression [7] is used to find weights i for each kernel function i(s) in f. It minimizes the cost function:
The solution to this weighted linear regression problem is:
Once those weights, i, have been computed, the desired initial position x0 and the goal position xg are specified then compute,
After fNew is computed the acceleration is given by:
Integrate it once to get x' and twice to get x for the student robot. This approach has several advantages. First, because f(s) eventually decays to 0 at the end of a movement, ultimately reaching at the attractor is guaranteed. Second, each dimension is independent. x, y, z can be computed separately and then be combined into a single 3D trajectory. Third, this approach allows the student robots not only to learn from demonstrations but also to apply what they have learned into new environments and to plan new trajectories. Peter Corke's Matlab Robot Tool Box [8] was used to simulate robots under Matlab. Fig. 1 shows the ability to generate trajectories to new goals after learning one single demonstration trajectory. A simulated HP3JC is controlled to move from (x, y, z) = (0.000, -1.915, 10.012) to (x, y, z) = (5.887, -2.143, 1.566). A simulated UR5 then used the algorithm to learn from this demonstration and generated new trajectories with 25 different goal positions.
Experiments and Analyses
This section describes how we applied our approach to transfer robot skills. A Yaskawa Motoman HP3JC with 6 joints was chosen as the teacher robot. One Universal Robot UR5 with 6 joints and One Rethink Robotics Baxter with 7 joints were chosen as the student robots. Two simple tasks were performed by the HP3JC: (1) Reach and Align and (2) Find Colored Object. Since we only have one HP3JC, we used ROS Gazebo under Ubuntu to create a simulated UR5 and a simulated Baxter for testing. Then the accuracy of the skill transfer was evaluated. Fig. 2 shows the work system of HP3JC.
Reach and Align
A sequence of movements of the Yaskawa Motoman HP3JC was programmed with the teach pendant. Fig. 3 shows those pose of HP3JC. These movements were recorded and represented by DMPs. Finally, based on starting position x0, y0, z0 and orientation with goal position xg yg zg and orientation, a sequence of DMPs were selected to guide the simulated UR5 to the target position and orientation. Fig. 4 shows the corresponding poses of UR5. Table 1 shows the results. 
Find Colored Object
A Kinect visual servo system was used to acquire colored object's 3D information and to publish them on a channel via ROS. NXC100 controller subscribed to that channel to receive the 3D information and calculated the inverse kinematics to guide the robot's end-effector to reach that colored object. Fig. 5 shows one movement sequence. This single movement was recorded and represented by DMPs. Finally, based on goal position xg yg zg and orientation received by simulated controller subscribed to the same channel, a DMP was selected to guide the simulated UR5 and Baxter's right arm to reach the target. Two student robots therefore are able to use similar trajectories as the teacher robot to reach targets in different places. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the movement poses for UR5 and Baxter. Table 2 and Table 3 show results for UR5 and Baxter respectively. 
Summary
This paper presents a prototype control architecture for industrial robots which is able to transfer robot skills across heterogeneous industrial manipulators by learning from demonstrations. Reach and align and colored object reach skills were selected to be transferred from Yaskawa Motoman HP3JC to Universal Robot UR5 and Rethink Robotics Baxter. Results show this approach works with some errors. Future work will focus on improving the accuracy of inverse kinematics solver since those mismatch errors were mainly introduced when we calculated the inverse kinematics given the trajectories generated from DMPs. Also, while trying to transfer skills from HP3JC to Baxter, even though a trajectory was generated for Baxter, Baxter sometime failed to rotate some joints due to its geometry constraints. So Baxter sometimes can not use a similar trajectory its teacher used to accomplish a task. Solving inverse kinematics with special geometry constraints should be another focus in future work. 
